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Therapy is something to be practised in a natural way. This entails neither neglect nor stratagem. You deal with things by means of the spirit, and you do not observe with the eyes. 'The senses cease functioning,' said Prince Wen-Hui' s cook in Chuang-tzu' s story, 'and the spirit proceeds as it wishes.'
Standing by as a mere onlooker is not being natural ; instead one faithfully follows the nature of the ten thousand things. The therapist should, as a therapist, sense the activity of nature. One practices the therapeutic art just as one breathes.
Human life consists in construction and destruction.
Providing therapy is definitely not a matter of the road of construction alone : destruction, too, is therapy' s road. If there is a balance between construction and destruction, one is able to sustain people' s lives. Someone who does not use the destructive aspect in his therapy really does not know the art of therapy.
If this matter is understood, then you make of therapy not something that cures illness, but recognise it as something that allows you to turn illness to advantage. Only then is there a therapeutic art. Nevertheless, there are those who provide therapy with the idea that it is only when it lacks the course of destruction that therapy can be the road to life. They are wrong.
Everybody knows that destruction means killing the germs that cause disease,' say some people.
It is the weakness of someone' s body that causes a germ to become one that induces illness. If a person' s body is strong, then germs do not become causes of illness, and just as colon bacilli, which assist in the production of vitamin K in the large intestine, may be the cause of inflammation of the mucous membrane in the bladder or colon, so it depends on a person's body whether bacteria become the cause of illness. It is ridiculous to hate germs without considering the body' s state.
There are also people who suppose that if the bacteria that cause suppuration are present, then a whitlow will develop ; but this is not necessarily so. The cause of a whitlow's being produced by such bacteria lies in the body. But there are those who do not proceed by correcting such a body, but by doing something drastic like cutting off the infected finger or toe. If this kind of thing is to be called therapy, then it must be said that with the cutting off of someone' s head all illnesses naturally disappear, and it cannot be denied that in the end the king of therapy is the guillotine.
The therapeutic art should be practiced only for the end of imparting vigour to someone's living. If someone grows weaker as a result of the treatment one gives, then one is on the wrong road. The therapist must first of all know what caring for the health is.
Those who are living die. It is inevitable that they will die at some point. It is on this account that they are living. The answer to the question why one dies, is that one is living. Living is for the end of dying. That is why one is alive. To live in a vital way and to die peacefully – this is to care for the health.
Most people, though, neglect to live vitally as the way of caring for health, and they fail to realise that to die calmly is to care for health. In the pretence that they are caring for their health, they shrink in fear and create suffering for themselves in their anxiety not to die. But to care for your health is to live when you should live and to die when you should die. Live in a vital way, and die as though you desire to sleep because you are tired. This is a fulfilled life. Caring for the health is for the sake of a fulfilled life. The person who cannot live life fully cannot die fully.
Both living and dying are in accordance with the inner demands of the person. Eating and defecating, too, are in accordance with inner demands. And working and sleeping are in accordance with the body' s demands. Care of the health lies first of all in living in accordance with one's inner demands. Nevertheless, most people neglect to live in accordance with these demands and they obey the hands of the clock. But the hands of the clock know nothing of human life or of the fact that human beings eat. Human beings merely establish bodies of knowledge and precepts, and it is on account of these that they attach importance to the hands of the clock. But human knowledge knows nothing of life. What is presented to the eyes of knowledge is a form or shape, and the workings of life are not reflected there. You can see bacteria through a lens, but the workings of someone's life are not made visible by the microscope. Those precepts - those shoulds and shouldn'ts - are mere `ready-mades' which are not adaptable to the workings of individual human lives. As a result, it often happens, when precepts are obeyed, that people lose their freedom and suppress their inner demands all the more. `You have to eat' - and eating becomes a chore: `You have to sleep'	and sleeping becomes a chore;`You have to work' and working becomes a chore. That is the reason why I have ventured to preach about the care of the health, but if in someone's living there is what is natural, caring for the health is unnecessary. You should understand the care of the health in this way.
To care for the health is to live naturally. It is to live in accordance with the demands within, and the first thing is to sense the demands within. But people can' t feel the demands within them : knowledge alone is at work, recognising only nutritional charts and a fear of germs. And terrorised by such things, people seek what they call `health-care' . But this is wrong.
What we call caring for the health is not something that is undertaken so as not to fall ill, but it is undertaken in order that people may live naturally, in order that they may live in a vital way. One needs to understand this properly and recognise what caring for the health is.
If your stomach is empty, eat. Eat your fill of what you want. Do not hold yourself from going to the lavatory. Work when you want to work. Rest when you feel tired. When you grow sleepy, sleep. When you are thirsty, drink some water. Yawning and stretching as well as sneezing are also natural katsugen undo (regenerative activity or movement). Diarrhoea and vomiting are natural seitai sòhò (seitai therapy). Such activities should not be suppressed.
Breathe deeply and quietly. You should neither think of nor do things that are likely to disorder your breathing. Simply living naturally is to care for your health. Where sleep is concerned, sleeping until your eyes open is natural. And when your eyes open, get up. Consulting the clock after your eyes open and then going to sleep again is not a good thing to do. Sayings such as that you have to sleep for so many hours are `ready-made' concepts. What is natural is action that accords with time and circumstance.
Work is enjoyable. To work until you are tired is natural. It is because people believe that they have to work that work becomes a burden and they demand to rest. It is perfectly normal that the pleasure of working should not equal the pleasure of resting. The reason why work becomes arduous and rest a relaxation is that you are not working naturally. If you think that work is something you have to do, then you forget what it is to work out of a genuine desire to work.
If, while alive, you don't truly live, death becomes abhorrent. However long you live, death is abhorrent. The reason why death is abhorrent is that life is not being lived to the full. It is because you don't live in a vital and energetic way. The reason why someone suffers from sleeplessness is that he is not tired. Being tired is a pleasant feeling. Sleeping, too, is pleasant. And working is pleasant. Eating, evacuating and sweating, too, are pleasant. The person who feels the pleasure and joy in simply being alive is someone who understands what caring for the health means.
(to be continued)

